The Poudre Runs Through It Study/Action Work Group
AGENDA

March 1, 2013

8:30-9:00am Pre-Session Coffee/Conversation

9:00-9:15 Setting the stage for the day and upcoming sessions—Reagan
April Field Trip and Odell Brewery Invitation
Rocky Mountain Flycasters’ Invitation

9:15--9:45 Eric Reckentine, Donnie Dustin:
Halligan-Seaman Proposed Expansion—effects and opportunities
pertinent to the Poudre

9:45—10:45 Work Group:
Remaining Mini-Presentations of Ideas for Action

10:45—11:00 Break

11:00—12:15 Work Group
Framing up the Ideas: Where do we go from here?
Focusing in on major “Action Webs”—ideas that go together
Primary components (ideas) of each Action Web

12:15-1:00 Lunch

1:00—2:15 Work Group
Action Web Architecture: For the primary action webs we have narrowed
in on, answer these questions:
• Who is willing to champion this?
• Who wants to work on this?
• What would have to happen for us to move forward on this?
• What would have to be overcome to put this into motion?

2:15—2:30 Break

2:30--3:45 Work Group
Action Web Architecture: For the primary action webs we have narrowed
in on, answer these questions:
• Who is willing to champion this?
• Who wants to work on this?
• What would have to happen for us to move forward on this? (We
could do this IF…)
• What would have to be overcome to put this into motion? How can
it be done without negatively impacting anyone?

3:45--4:00pm Wrap-up Comments/Observations & Homework—Reagan

4:00-4:30pm Post-Session Conversation